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BIOL~ICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
COFAN, SECOYA, AND AWISHIRI INDIANS OF EASTERN
TROPICAL ECUADOR

Charles M. Fugler1 and Wallace L Swanson

Department of Biology, Inter-American University of Puerto Rico, San Germ~n, Puerto Rico,
and Hospital VozAndes, Quito, Ecuador

The Cof'~ Secoya, and Awishiri ret>
resent three of the seven surviving lin
guistic and cultural entities indigenous to
the lowland rainforests of eastern Ecuador
( the "Oriente" ) . The other still identi
fiable groups are the Siona, J(varo, "low
land Quechua," and the "Tetete." The lat
ter, "rediscovered" on a minor tributary
of middle RCo Aguarico in 1965, may be
traced to the Siona who are thought to-be
linguistically related to the Secoya. The
Siona, Cofm, and Secoya are collectively
termed the "cushmas," in reference to the
characteristic male garment. They and the
Awishiri are semi-nomadic horticultur
alises characterized by the slash-burn agri
cultural technique, and among whom hunt
ing remains a major activity. These tribes
and those of the Peruvian Montaiia and
the Bolivian East Andes are called the
"Chuncho" 0, p. 507).

An intensive search of the anthropolog
ical literature reveals that the Cofla, Secoya
and Awishiri are poorly documented. Most
of the DOn-linguistic data, a majority of
which was published more than fifty years
ago, are inaccurate in content or errone
ously ascribed to the three tribes.

The Cofla, Secoya, and ~wishiri have
long been in contact with whites, the form
er two tribes usually peacefully. The three
have, until recently, successfully resisted
acculturation. This has been due, in part,
to geographic isolation and, in part, to
tribal orpnization. However, the phy.sical
and cultural integrity of the Cof.cn and
Secoya are now imperiled because of the
recent establishment of petroleum and
mining camps within the tribal territories
and the subsequent influx of WOl'kers and
coloniSts from the .Andean highlands and
from the littoral. The Awishiri, long hostile
to whites and to the adjacent Quechua-

1 Pn:Ieat 8C1c1rea: Depanmeat of Bio., 0Ida-
homa atJ UDiftnit1, Oklahoma atJ, Okla
homa.

Proc. 0Ida. Aad. Sci. 51: 106-119 (1971)

speaking peoples, have experienced in
creasingly frequent and often detrimental
contact with missionaries and the military.
Recently granted exploratory concessions
to oil and mining interests south of the
Rro Napo may result in physical as well
as cultural extinction unless the tribe ac
cepes pacification, an unlikely occurrence
in view of the continuing persecution by
whites. It is imperative, therefore, that
field observations catalogued in this decade
be incorporated in the tribal histories.

HISTORICAL RESUME

Steward (1, p. 508) and Steward and
Metraux (2, p. 613), emphasizing that the
wfln are not only little known but have
vanished as a tribe, reported them to have
lived on upper lUo Aguarico and in adja
cent Colombia (Figure 1). Mason (3, p.
186) DOted that a few hundred Cof:n still
survive, although the indigenous language
is extinct. Our field investigations refute
the aforementioned statemenes on the lin
guistic and cultural status of the Ecuadorian
Cofan.

The Secoya, according to Steward (4, p.
739), were designated the Pioj' or Pioch~
(~ division of the EncabelIado) prior to
1900. In 1635 they lived on the northern
side of Rro Aguarico upstream to ies tribu
taries, a region DOW partly occupied by
the Cof.cn and Siona. Simpson (5) located
them on middle and lower Rro Aguarico
and along lower lUo Napo. Tessman (6)
identified 200 Secoya in approximately the
same area, and noted that they were on the
verge of losing their native culture, an
observation herein rejected as erroneous.
Burbano Martinez, Antonio Rivadeneira,
and Montalvo Montenegro (7) estimated
that the tribe numbered 100 persons. In
1968 a petroleum camp was constructed on
Rlo Cuyabeno opposite the Secoya village
and was followed by a military outpost in
the immediate vicinity.
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Steward and Metraux (2, p. 635) wrote
that the Awishiri, in 1665, while hostile to
whites and to the neighboring tribes. were
numerous, and extended along the right
(south) bank of RCo Napo southward to
the Rfo Curaray. In 1925, according to
Steward (4, p. 635), the main group, then
reduced to 30 to 50 still savage individuals,
moved to RCo Tiputini-Shiripuno region.
Grubb (8) reported on the "Auca," a
Quechua word meaning savage, which
formerly referred to all non-salt-eating in
habitants of the eastern Amawnian rain
forests, and which, in Ecuador, is now
usually restricted to the Awishiri. He esti
mated the "Auca" to number 2,000, ex
clusive of the Yasunf, ~ushinu and the
Supinu groups (who may have been Zlpa
roan speakers and, thus, Awishiri). The
names applied to the latter groups by
Grubb are those of lesser tributaries of
R{o Napo. Recent data, obtained from mili
tary and missionary sources, indicate that
the Awishiri, approximately 100 of whom
are at Tiwaeno (Figure I), number be
tween 250 and 500. Save for a limited with
drawal the Awishiri control today the same
territory as in 1665.

The field observations hereinafter dis
cussed were conducted intermittently, from
1960 through 1963, by Swanson at Dureno
and at Rfo Cuyabeno and, from 1966
through 1968, by Fugler at Dureno and
among other R(o Aguarico Cofl{n. Certain
data were obtained by Fugler from bilin
gual Cofln and Secoya attendin~ the Escu
ela Bilingiie, Instituto Lingtiistico de
Verano at Lim6n Cocha. Additional obser
vations were obtained from M. Borman
and O. Johnson, resident linguists at Du
reno and RCo Cuyabeno respectively. In
formation on the Awishiri, much of which
refers to the recently missionized Awishiri
at Tiwaeno, was volunteered by R. Saint.

The observations are the results of studies
conducted independently by Swanson and
Fugler. Swanson's data (9) are extracted
and translated by Fugler from an unpub
lished thesis submitted to the Facultad
de Medicina de la Universidad Central de
Quito in 1965 to fulfill, in part, require
ments to practice medicine in the Republic
of Ecuador. This study is preliminary to
the analysis of the suess facton of bio
logical origin affecting the tribes in the
processes of acculturation.

,
CURRENT COFAN AND
SECOYA DEMOGRAPHY

Borman (personal communication)
stalt~d that, in February, 1967, the Ecua
dorian Cofln were located at Puerto Libre
(a few families), Condue' (a few families),
Duweno (approximately 40 individuals),
Dureno (approximately 80 individuals),
and lower Rfo Bermejo (a few families)
(Figure 1). One CoUn family resided on
Rfo Eno with several Siona families. Bor
man remarked that approximately 200
Cofa'n, or 40 families, averaging five indi
viduals per family, are permanently settled
in Ecuador and approximately 250 indi
viduals live in Colombia.

At the beginning of the present century,
the RCo Aguarico Cofln were concentrated
in a large village near present-day Santa
Cecilia. Slave-raiding expeditions from
lower RCo Napo caused dispersal, and some
families settled in the Puerto Libre regi~n

and others at Dureno, Duweno and RIO
Bermejo.

In Ecuador, all tribal Secoya, numbering
approximately 100 persons, are settled on
Rfo Cuyabeno (Figure 1)'

The Dureno population, in the early
1960's, varied from 80 to 100 individuals.
In June 1968, the village consisted of 13
houses and 71 individuals. An additional
17 persons resided outside the village
(Table 1, Figure 2). Duweno, in August
1968, contained seven houses and approxi
mately 30 individuals, exclusive of several
families (not censused) living on a near-by
island and on the opposite shore (Table 2,
Figure 3). The numerical size and physical
compactness of the Coflln villages are char
acteristic of some aboriginal communities of
the Montana cited by Steward (I, p. 527).
Both villages, having remained in the same
area for more than 50 years, are atypical
of the semi-nomadic horticulturalists. The
spatial arrangements of the dwellings (Fig
ures 2 and 3) do not seem to be correlated
with kinship grouping. In general, each
CofICn dwelling is occupied by the ronjugal
family (Tables 1, 2; Figures 2, 3); dwell
ings II, IX and X and "Across River" are
exceptions. Neither the geneologies nOr the
sanguinal relationships of these multi-gen
eration households were ascertained.

Swanson (9) obtained data. on the ap
proximate age romposition of Dureoo 10
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the early 1960's; Fugler ascertained the
age structure approximately five yean
later (Table 3). Although the data are
insufficient for definitive analysis certain
salient observations are evic:lent. At the
time of the censuses approximately 69.5 %
and 65.5 % of the village populations were
twenty years of age or younger. Inasmuch
as exogamous marriage is desirable, if not
required, the data may indicate the emigra
tion of those of marriageable age. Above
the 16-20 age group an intermittent but
gradual decline is indicated, the greatest
being above the 36-50 age group. In part
the decline may be attributable to the high
mortality rate in women. Swanson (9)
concluded that few tribal women Jive be
yond the climacterium (flitJe i_Jril). The
role of disease and diet in adult and infant
deaths is currently under study. Prelimi
nary analyses indicate that respiratory

TABU! 2. Th. iuilbilllllls 01 lb. Col. YUUg.
01 D.wno, 1968.

"Acrosa River" Gabriel Mendova
Andrea Quenama

Nedla
Romerla

Luciano Quenllma
TeorlR Mendova

ROberto
Nlrzo

Silvio Quintero
Laura Mendova

Juana

House
number

II

IV

V

VI

vn

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

xm

''OD IaJand"

Name

Casimiro Mendova
Victoria Quenama

:::t~el
Rogello
Celinda

Polonarlo Mendova
Forena Lucltante

Valerio
Eternlna Quenama

Marina Ayinda

E1llLS Lucltante
Margarita Quenama

Bolivia

Enrique Crlollo
E1slra Quintero

Arturo
Dejl
Manuel

~l~~a
Blanca
Yolanda

AureliO Quenama
Roaallna Mendova

Ijlrlo
Alicia
Nell

Anastasio Crlollo
Dashlra Quenama

Maruja
Rufino
Randl
Verna
Foresta
Etena
Lorenza
Roslra

Eusebio Quenama
J~~~raaAylnda

Elberta Quata
Alejandro Crlollo
Tobias Quenama
E1~~::f~:nama

Joaqulna
Rlsando

Anaseto Quenama
Lucrecia Quata

Eto
Davlana
Glorlano
Avarlndo
Marlneta Mendova

=Ca
Fernando Crlollo
Carolina Quenama

Herljlndo
Jorge
Pedro

Bevora Lucltante
Magnlclo Mendova
Gavlna Quenama

Rol
Marcelino

BaaWoMasbfcori
carmen Quenama

saara
Reveca

Santiqo CrIoUo
BIeDa QueD&JD&

Avera

Age
(approximate)

28
26
1Z
10
1
1.5

50+
60+
18
16
26

25
24

2

28
34
12
11)

9
1
6
3

11 mont lui

28
25
1
4
1

40
33
18
18
11

9
6
1.6

20
18

55
18
8

60
18
40
28
12

8
3

40+
40+
18
16
11
20
18
6
9 months

28
26

9
8
2

10
22
ZO
8
2

30
ZlI
III•
40
4i

'1

House
number

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

Name

Nasarlo Quieta
Enma Quenama

Morleto
Reqquleta

Gabriel Quenama
Domltela Quenama

Gregorio Quenama
lsabela Buatamente

Marcela

Brocendo Buatamente
Idnacla Agulnda

~=o
Julio AguJnda
Simona Quenama

Ricardo
Eugenio
JOllefina

Ambroclo Aa'uln4a
Rourlo Quenama

J&naclo
Julio
EfiebaD
TeJetunclo

40+
35+
11

8
28
25
6
3

18
17
8 month.

Ace
(approximate)

zz
21
3
8 months

3Z
28
2'1
26
3
4 montha

46
43
18

4'41
21
It

524.
a
14
U

'l5
18
J'l
21
n
11
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flGuu 2. Map of the CofU .nJqe 01 Doreao (1968). Roman aamerals refer to families lilted
fa Table 1.
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TABU 3. Ag. tUslribll&. of lb. 1JIIrftW Co/tI.,
1960-1968.

lHO-1'O 1988

~e
UQup Xumber S Xumber %

0-1 10 17.54 9 10.01
1-6 12 lUi2 6 6.81
8-10 U 10.52 18 20.50

11-15 11 ...4 7 7.95
1'-20 14 lZ.18 15 17.1I1
21-1S 12 10.51 7 7.95
11-30 7 '.14 10 11.19
31-3& • 7.04 3 3.41
18-40 2 1.75 7 7.95
41-45 2 1.75 1 1.11
4'-60 4 3.50 2 :U6
61-1\6 6 4038 1 1.11
&6-60 5 4.38 2 2.66
61-65 0 0.0 0 0.0

diseases are a common cause of infant and
adult mortality. Land pressure is not a
significant factor in the emigration of
families. It is to be noted that the age
distribution and the total population of
Dureno remained basically unchanged, a
fact which suggests environmentally im
posed limitations.

TABLB 4. CMrI/J.illw. tlg. lislribllliofe 01 Ih.
0",._ tIfIil 011.,,_ Col"", 1968.

nllr~no DlIw~no

Age
group Xumbt'r ~ Xumber %

0-2 9 10.01 2 6.45
3-6 8 10.62 2 6.45
8-10 18 20.50 0 0.00

11-15 7 9.95 I 3.22
18-20 15 17.01 2 6.45
21-25 7 7.95 9 29.1I11
28-30 10 11.19 5 16.50
31-35 3 3.41 I 3.22
36-40 7 7.95 I 3.!!
41-45 1 1.11 2 8.45
48-50 2 2.28 3 9.87
51-55 1 1.11 I 3.22"-80 2 2.66 0 0.01l
81-86 0 0.00 0 0.00
88-70 0 0.00 r 3.22
7t-75 0 0.00 1 3.22

The age structure of Duweno differs
strikingly from that of Dureno (Table 4)
although the recorded ages of the former
are highly suspect. Only 21% of the Du
weno population is under 20 years of~
whereas above the 21.25 aae category there
is an expected dec1ioe. The advanced ages
reported for both Dureno aod Duweno
"",,"I-dons are suspect. The resident lin·
~ at Dureoo haw maintained birth
and mona1ity records since their establish·
ment in the villqe in 19S8. The ages of
the older inhabitants are inaa:urate in that
the lunar c:yc.Ie and the banesa of the forest
fruits are the oa1y caIeodric:a1 systems
bcnm. The ages 01 the Duweoo popu1a-

tion were obtained through the intermedi
acy of Catholic missionaries.

A comparison of the ~ distributions
among the Dureno Coflfn and the Reo
Aguarico Secoya is not significantly di-

TABU S. Com/J.iIIW. tlge tlisiriblllio. 01 Ih.
0",._ ColM. tIfIil Ihe RIo CIIYunw S.coytl,
1960-1963.

C'or~n Secoya

Age
%group Xumber % ~umber

0-2 20 17.;;4 I:l 14.60
3-5 12 10.52 14 15.73
6-10 12 10.52 la 16.85

11-la 11 9.64
t~

7.86
16-20 14 12.28 13.48
21-2;; I? 10.52 9 10.11
26-30 6.14 a 5.61
31-31; s 7.04 t 4.48
36-40

~
1.7;; , 10.11

41-4;; 1.;a 0 0.00

~~=~~
4 ::.;;0 1 1.23
a t.3S 0 0.00

56-60 r, 4.38 0 0.00

vergent (Table S). Swanson's data (9)
also show that the numerical size of the
village is approximately equal to that of
Dureno, which further emphasizes the en
vironmental rather than the social factors
as primary determinants in population size.
The surveys of the Quechua-speaking vil
lages of Rio Napo, in which the slash-burn
agricultural techniques are utilized, do not
exceed 125 individuals.

Borman stated that 80% of the Ecua
dorian Cofllo are monolingual, 15% possess
some knowledge of Spanish, and 5% are
fluently bilingual. Of the Colombian Cofln
approximately 40% are moderately bilin
gual, 20% fluently bilingual, and 40%
monolingual. It is estimated that 50% of
the Colombian and 5% of the Ecuadorian
Cofin are acculturated. At Dureno only
two Cofla are bilingual. one of whom is
a former resident of Colombia. Bilingual
ism is slightly higher at Duweno although
there is less contact with whites.

No data on bilingualism among the Ecu
adorian Secoya were obtained. Howner,
their former geographic isolation and ef
forts to maintain tribal identity presup
pose a high level of mooolingualism.

COFAN NOMENCLATURE
AND CHIEFTAINCY

Chief~ is normally heJeditary among
the O»fIn, being passed from fatbet tv
eldest SOD. Another village male may be



selected by village consensus should the
heir be judged not competent. Amoog the
Ecuadorian Cof~ the appellation "capiw."
is used in reference to the village chief,
who serves primarily as an intermediate
between the villagers and outsiders in mat
ters of tribal interest. Both the function
and tide of the chieftain have been bor
rowed from the lowland Quechua. The
village capi~ has no influence outside
of his own village. Each settlement is auton
omous. There is no paramount chieftain.

The eldest son of the former Dureno
chieftain (House VI, Table 1, and Figure
2) , the titular head of the village, com
mands little respect or obedience from the
villagers. Another villager (Table 1, "00
Island") aspires to the chieftaincy, but
is also rejected because of his white orien
tation. The capidn of Duweno, conversely,
(Table 2 and Figure 3, House VII) com
mands the respect and obedience of the
inhabitants.

Teknonymy is practiced by the Cof;",
the suffix "quintza" (father) and "cha"
(mother) being appended to the given
name. Should the child not survive, the
parents receive the appellation "ghost par
ents." Lowie (10, p. 326) reponed that
teknonymy, assumed to be widespread in
tropical South America, is definitely re
ported only for the Botocudo, Lengua, and
the Yucuana.

The Cof3n practice of patrooymic hi
nomialism is the direct result either of
missionary influence or of that of the low
land Quechua, who adopted the system
from the Spanish. The wife retains her
surname after marriage rather than assum
ing that of the husband, a practice wide
spread among the lowland Quechua. Of
the 12 surnames recorded at Dureno and
Duweno apparently only two are neither
of Spanish nor of Quechua origin (Tables
1 and 2).

ETIOLOGY OF DISEASE

The Awishiri believe in a diaeue caused
by the "water boa" (Ellflede, ",twifuu),
the only known symptom of which is ab
dominal distention said to be much more
~ than terminal pregnancy. Accord
mg to Awishiri belief the serpent pins
aaleIt to the body when aaidentally trod
upon and migrates 10 the intestine, where
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growth occurs and causes abdominal dis
tention years later.

The Awishiri and Cof;" believe that a
serpent strikes for reasons of fear, defense
and magic. In the case of magic, the set
pent is sent by a sorcerer. [The Awishiri
shaman sends the reptile on his breath (2,
p. 650)]. The following cases are illus
trative.

The v!J1aBe men of Dareno refused to ....
the resident liquillC in tramportioa a ..eo
bite vicdm to the adjacent airsttip because be
was believed to be bewitched.

The father of a Cofla child who died of
severe pstrOetltet'itis was held respoasible for
the death because he bad killed a serpent.

The Awisbiri and Cofu believe that indi·
viduals who suffer frequent convulsive auaeb
are possessed by demons. The former ree:a1l
only three insuoc:es of demon poaesaioo
(epilepsy?) among their ancestors.

A wishiri children aubjea to delirium and
convulsions and those who succumb to febrile
diseases are believed to have been ra~ by
souls of the dead whkb must wander aimlady
until they sexa.a1ly assault and possetI a chi1cl.

A CofSn gid of 18, to whom a detailed
medical examination bad been given. showed
a hillCOry of auppoJed demon poaestioo since
menarche. Immeawely following each IDetlSiJ
she appeared to be disoriented, with .pittle
and foam extruding from the mouth. The diI
oriented "Ie lasted approximately 31 boa....
terminating when~ the apit1n and the vilbp
elders drank "yaje" (&.islHio,sis ap.) to ef·
fea the exorcism. Her behavior ... ctiqDOled
as hyllCericaL I.owie (11, p. 7) 1iIced the hallu
cinatory plants ayahuasca, cayapi, yaji aDd
bayahuasca as generically l)'Oooymous.

A Quechua woman at s.tJta Cecilia, IlIo
Aguarico, claimed to be experiencing excru·
ciating chest pains. A missiooary priest pve
her medicine., which were iaeffective in alle
viating her obviously paychotomadc diItreaa.
later the capi.aa and the woman, in a hac
illuminated by a aiqle candle. drank taie' and
chanted to the acxompanio}ent of a drum. It
was leamed. from the CapiUa. that the WOIIIaQ',
fPOUJe had lCCftt1y~ downriver ac·
compuied by anocher woman.

The deatba of duce CofU. chilcIren of NVere
psuoeateritU were atUibated to wiccbcraft in
order to conform to the c:.oUa belief that aU
eaauuophic neaCl are diabo.lka1ly iIupifed.

The Cof/a believe that intestinal para-
sitism .results from the ingestion of I8Dd
and the Awishiri, more spedfically, cWm
that osyuroid (NmIiIIotU) infestatioat ate
due CD the sting of the "pamana" ant (DOt
ideatified). The Awitbiri, aJthoqh .metic
ulous in wuhiog their baadI aad iDlildag
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that the children do similarly prior to pre
paring and eating food, do not rompre
bend the relationship between food ron
wnination and intestinal infections. Their
preoccupation with cleanliness is appar
endy esthetic rather than hygienic.

The Secoya, Cof*u, and Awishiri recog
nize the significance of contact with dis
eased persons in the dissemination of con
tagious diseases. During epidemics many
Cof"n families voluntarily leave the village
to reside in the forests until the disease
dissipates. The capita'n often orders ill in
dividuals to remain away from the village
until completely recovered. The Awishiri
have observed that they become ill follow
ing rontaet with groups in which there is
illness. They have DOted the frequency of
guuoenteritis and respiratory diseases
after killing or robbing outsiders of their
possessions, attributing the illness to a
curse placed upon them by their victims.
The season of the "chonta" fruit (Guil
Hl",. ;1IS;g_) harvest, the only time of
peaceful reunion, is characterized by the
excessive ronsumption of chonta fruit. The
increased incidence of gastroenteritis at
this time has been observed by the Awishirl.

The Awishiri believe, as do Cofan, that
demons are responsible for many diseases
and deaths. At sunset, when Awishiri chilo
dren customarily engage in play some dis
tance from the dwellings, they are warned
by the parents that demons will lure them
into tbe foresuin order to effect their
capture. These demons are described as
monkeys possessing a unique voice and
they are believed to pierce their victims
with invisible arrows which causes them
to fall ill and thereby facilitates their
capture. After capture the children are
devoured.

Demons are believed to possess other
animals, especially the jaguar, which is said
to visit the shaman. If the visits are too
frequent, the shaman becomes possessed by
a malignant spirit which is transported by
the jepar and which ..-:Buses headaches.
The shaman drinb a concoction of "da·
bob" fruit (not identified) to exorcise
the demon.

The "abeya" bird (not identified), ac·
rordina to Awishiri belief, holds great
power over c:hi1dreo. When it perches on
the shoulder of the Ibaman, the c:bi1dren

must be summoned to pay it reverence.
Failure to do so engenders illness.

MENARCHE AND MENSTRUATION

Menarche is ceremonially observed by the
Awishiri. This ronfirms Steward and M~
traux's statement (2, p. 628) that the Awi
shiri may have initiation rites. At the onset
of the menstrual period, the pubescent girl
is thrashed with nettles until the skin is
thoroughly reddened, after which she must
sit on the nettles for three consecutive
nights to prevent the development of intra
vaginal boils. During this time she may
drink only from a gourd. Steward (1, p.
529) also stated that the Awishiri flog the
pubescent girl and put pepper into her
eyes.

The Cof~n do not observe the menarche
ritually, but adhere to certain rituals
throughout the reproductive life, which
ronstitutes an exception to Steward's com
ment (1, p. 529) that only the first mensis
is observed. At the initiation of the men
strual cycle, the woman ronstruet5 a hut
at a distance from her dwelling although
some dwellings have interior rooms set
aside for the observance. From the onset
of the menstrual flow until its termination
the woman remains seated on discarded
clothing or plaintain leaves. For seven days
she may not use eating utensils not her
own nor may she cook for others. On the
third day of the observance she may bathe
and eat unrooked foods after which she
then resumes her normal activities except
for the preparation of family meals, which
are prepared by the husband or by the
children. On the seventh day the ritual is
terminated by bathing in lukewarm water.

MARITAL CUSTOMS

The three tribes, acrording to mission
ary informants, strongly condemn promis
cuity and adultery. Only monogamous mar·
riages are known among the Cofan and
Secoya. The Awishiri practice polygamy,
usually claiming the mates of slain enemies.

Contraceptive methods are unknown to
the three tribes. The Cofan customarily
practice abstinence from the birth of an
infant until nursing ceases, until it is ap
proximately 18 months of age, or until
more children are desired. The Awishiri
practice abstinence until the child reaches
its fourth year, during which interval the



fatber customarily resides with another
wife.

Certain Cof'" and Siona families have a
history of tribal intermarriage and the chil
dren of such unions, in turn, may many
into either tribe. Only one instance of mar
riage between Cof&n and Quechua is known,
in which a Quechua worker at Santa Cecilia
has a Cofln and a half-CoftCn wife. This
is the only reported case of polygamy
among the Cofin. Marria~ between Ecua
dorian and Colombian Cofln is frequent.

PRE- AND POST-NATAL TABOOS

The three tribes observe stringent dietary
restrictions during pregnancy. Awishiri
women are forbidden to eat squirrel (S"U
ridae ), forest turkey (CracitUe) and woolly
monkey (Lagolbrix), nor are they permit
ted to enter the forest where they may be
pursued and eaten by forest creatures. Neck
laces are not worn because the child is
then predisposed to be born with the um
bilical cord encircling the neck. Yuca
(Manibol ulilissi"",) is never eaten in the
morning to avoid the formation of cysts in
the amniotic sac.

Awishiri women give birth seated in
a hammock containing a centrally placed
opening through which the newborn falls
to the ground. This concurs with Steward
and Metraux's observation (2, p. 645).
During labor the parturient may support
herself by the stick suspended above the
hammock. In terminal labor the abdomen
is vigorously rubbed by an older woman
or by the husband. After birth the umbil
icus is usually severed with a section of
sharpened bamboo ("guadua," GUtt4U11
tmgusli/olitl). The mother then retrieves
a small stick from a pot of boiling water
and, wrapping the tip in kapok (Ceibll
fJe"t""dra), repeatedly touches the umbil
icus until bleeding ceases. The placenta
is placed in a day bowl, carried into the
forest, and deposited at the base of a cer
tain tree (not identified). Stillbirths are
buried by the mother alone or with the
'assistance of another woman. Spontaneous
abortions and premature births are depos
ited in the nestS of 1eaf-eutting ants (.N1iI
'1'.). If the fetus is devoured future .pon
taneous abortions and premature births will
be avoided.

Prior to Jabor, the Dweoo Cofan cus
tomarily COOStl'UCt • temporary hut 00 the
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river bank opposite the village. although
the hut is occasionally built on the village
side of the river. The couple remains to
gether during labor. Should the parturient
require assistance the husband summons
another woman. Immediately after partu
rition the father fashions a bamboo knife
with which he severs the umbilicus. There
after the father may not touch the child
for a specified length of time (not deter
mined). After childbirth the family erects
a second hut in which they remain three
to five days.

In the post-partum period the father ob
serves certain restrictions to protect him
self from malignant spiritS. The mother
observes the same restrictions as those of
the menstrual period but for a more pro
longed period at the termination of which
she resumes most of her obligations, but
prepares meals again only in the fifth or
sixth week of the infant', post-natal exis
tence. If assistance is required in this in
terval only a menstruating woman may be
summoned.

Difficult births are greatlr feared in these
tribes although elderly Cofan women claim
the ability to correct such births by pressing
slowly and carefully on tbe abdomen. The.
Awishiri spoke of a woman who suffered
from uterine prolapse and whose husband,
inserting his hand into the vagina, crushed
the vertebral column, causing the fetus to
abort. Another woman who had lost five
infants through difficult births was experi
encing difficulty with the sixth delivery.
Upon the extrusion of a hand the husband
inserted a bamboo knife into the vagina,
decapitated, and then extracted the fetus;
the head aborted the following day. A
similar procedure was said to have been
performed on a third woman.

Pedal presentations, although not fea~
invariably mean a long labor and the poISt
bility of the fetus strangling in the amniotic
fluid. No attempt is made to free the en
circliog umbiliCUS.

In the immediate post-natal period .pe
cial care is not giv~ the infant.sa~f~r
that previously mentJoned. ItesutcitatJOQ ..
not attempted on infants ~ho ~ not re
spond immediately follOWing birth. The
AWishiri, however, use pepper <CI!'sinmt)
to stimulate respiration.

Infanticide is practiced frequently by un
married Coflfo 0J0then. who buty the in-
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Eanl alive Wilb lbe placeal8. Allbougb
multiple births are un.koowa among me
Dureno CoElln, some women say lbal one
infanl would be sacrificed.

The Awishiri praaice infanlicide freely,
especially if lhe family is large. Unwanted
children are buried alive or are drowned.
The weaker of twins is destroyed because,
il is claimed, lhe mOlher cannOl care for
lWO infanu. Sleward (1, p. 529) remarked
lbat one of the twins is killed because it
is believed 10 be a spirit's child. If the
father or both parents are killed by a raid
ing party the surviving child, if too young
10 care for itself, is buried with the de
ceased.

The Awishiri father, after severing the
umbilicus, may not cut "cuyuto," the tree
(not identified) from which the stick used
to suspend tbe hammock is obtained.
Should he disobey the laboo, the umbil
icus will increase in size and become dis
eased. The restriaion is observed until the
umbilicus falls. The father may use only a
fan on the cooking fire; he mUSI never
blow on the fire. Failure to observe the
taboo causes the child's skin to redden and
become irritated. The fatber is also pro
hibited from touching beeswax ("gininca")
used in sealing the quivir, Olherwise the
newbom will develop malformed denti·
tion. The mOlher must fast after child·
birth to avoid me development of caries.
After the birth of the first child both
parents eat only "nawaquina" ("bird
food").

Steward and M«rtraux (2, p. (45) re
ported tbat the woman is isolaled during
childbirth and that both parents remain
in their hammocks dieting. Although there
are few details available, the couvade seems
to be strongly developed, as Steward and
Mirraux (2, p. 628) anticipared. That the
Awishiri practiced the couvade is intimated
by Tessman (6), who stated that Awishiri
couples rest in their bammocks and abstain
from meats for two weeks after childbirth.

THE CLIMACTERIUM

Few women of these tribes are known
10 reub and live beyond the climacterium
and tboee who do .pparently never exhibit
climacteric symptoms. The .bsence of such
sympcoms may indicate that the psych0
logical and pbysioJ.oBica1 effects commooly
asIOCiated with the climacterium may be

culturally rather than biologically deter
mined.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE
ELDERLY, AND THE MENTALLY

AND PHYSICALLY DISABLED

The Cofln and Secoya give solicitous
care to invalids, the mentally incapacitated
and the elderly. The Awishiri, however,
praaice a form of abandonment; they re
fuse firewood and water to the elderly.
When lhe Awishiri are fleeing from an
enemy, the elderly are often hurled from
a precipice to avoid their being burden
some and endangering escape. This fact
confirms Steward'. statement that some
Panoan and ~par.,.n groups kill the aged
and the infirm (I, p. 529).

Only three ins~nces of presumed aber
rant mental behavior are recalled by the
Tiwaeno Awishiri: a mentally retarded
child with severe (epileptic) attacks was
well-cared for until the age of nine, when
she and her father perished in an enemy
attack; a woman whose husband, for no
observable reason, developed an intense
hatred of her and killed her with the acqui
escence of others; a woman, whose fate is
unknown, was considered too incompetent
to care for her child.

BURIAL PRACTICES AND
CONCEPTS OF AN AFTER-DEATH

EXISTENCE

The CofICn believe that the spirit of the
dead remains active after death, wander
ing in search of children. A child who has
succumbed to convulsions is believed to
have been murdered by a spirit desiring
a child for itself. The Cofan, therefore,
sing to the spirits of the dead, imploring
that their children not be abduaed.

The dwelling in which an adult dies is
burned so that the homeless spirit cannot
locate its original dwelling and there at
tempt to capture children. Infants are
buried at or near the place of death with
little ceremony and the dwelling is not
burned should the child die within. Larger
children and adults are dressed in new
garments, wrapped in a blanket containing
their possessions, and then enveloped in a
covering of guadua. The body is uans
ported to • place distant from tbe village
and interred in a grave four 10 five feet
deep. The grave is lined with plaincain



leaves and a platform is prepared to receift
the corpse. Each person attending the burial
selects a small lump of day, transfers it
to the other hand behind the back, and
thea tosses the clay in the open graft.
After the graft is filled a small temporary
hut is constructed on the fresh mound. A
candle or small fire, that must burn
throughout the fim night, is placed within
the hut. Vigil is maintained at the grave
for at least a year after burial.

The Awishiri bury their dead in a grave
four to five feet deep, covering the corpse
with split bamboo before refilling it. Stew
ard and M~traux (2, p. 646), however,
claimed that the Awishiri leave the deceased
in his hammock for three days, then collect
the fluids of decomposition in an urn and
bury it within the house. Personal posses
sions are burned. The Cofin and Awishiri
burials are certainly missionary.influenced
in that such interments are reported only
for some Panoan groups (1, p. 529).

Live burial is practiced, frequently on
the insistence of a mortally wounded or
terminally ill individual. To an Awishiri,
the supreme humiliation to be inflicted
upon an enemy is to leave the body un
buried to decompose or to be devoured
by forest animals.

The Awishiri profess belief in an after
life existence; the soul is believed to depart
the grave as an amorphous substance which
grows and finally assumes the form of a
jaguar (Felis onca). The Zaparoans believe
that souls are reincarnated as animals (1,
p. 529).

There existS a vague belief in an after
life abode into which the soul attempts to
enter but is rejected by a large worm. The
rejected soul then meramorphOlles into a
white ant or termite (lsOfJlera) which lives
in Awishiri houses. The soul ee8ses to
exist when the white ant expires. The
Awishiri are said to believe in a skeleton
like being with a visible head (2, p. 649).

CONCEPTS OF HYGIENE
AND SANITATION

Rivers, the primary IOUrte of wate1',
serve for' drinking, bathing, washing
clothes, dumping refuse, and the disposal of
wastes. When raids muddy the Jarp riven,
the Awishiri uaosJoaue to smaller SU'e8dU;
they never acablish livinl sites above the
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source of utilizable water. Thus.. c:ootami
nation is non-existent. The Colin lift in
relatively compact villages near the riftr
and, thereby, minimize the area of ron
taminatioo. The Secoya. OOweftr, lift dis
persed along a more slowly moving riftt,
and, hence, have • greater problem with
contamination.

Each Secoya and Cofin family maintains
a designated area in the forest near the
dwelling for defecation. They do not, as
do the J(varo in the southern Oriente,
dig a shallow hole and then refill it after
use. The Awishiri are said to defecate in
shallow streams.

Two Tiwaeno families have followed the
example of the resident linguist in con
structing pit latrines. One family dug the
pit in such a manner that it communicated
with a subterranean stream. The Tiwaeno
group says that the practices of enemy
groups are vile, asserting that they defecate
on the ground near the dwelling, covering
the feces with palm bark.

The Tiwaeno Awishiri have observed
that certain species of bees, wasps. and
butterflies are attracted to these areas and
remain overnight when the feces remain
uncovered. Flies are killed when discovered
within houses, because the Awishiri com
prehend the relationship between the flesh
on which the fly alights, the larvae and the
adult flies.

The three tribes have noted that dogs
and pigs forage in feces and, therefore,
these animals are not permitted access to
the dwellings. However, their relationship
to the dissemination of disease is not com
prehended.

DIET
The dietary preference of the three tribes

is similar. Upon arising a beverase of
mashed plaintain (Musa p.,."JisiMa) "chu
cula" (fermented masticatedyw::a, MMHbol
lIIilillim4), or "yooo" (p",uu"u 'oco) is
coosumed. The latter is not reported from
the Awishiri. Food prepared the previOUI
day and natural foods constitute the main
dietary articles. A main meal is prepared
whenever meat is available, Chidla, bow
ner, is the baic dietary elemeat.

The diet of the three uibes is ample (OJD
~ co that of the Quechua at Tena. The
Colla and Secoya eat meat almclft daily
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and usually once a week in times of scar·
city. The meat is smoked or prepared in
a soup of plaintain and yuca, often with
herbs and salt added. Corn. beans, sweet
potato, avocado, pineapple, lime, guava, and
n~ts CC?mprise remrded supplementary
dietary Items.

Each family at Dureno and Duweno
maintains "chacras" (fields) of plaintain
and yuca, at least one field per family.
Fish and game are stiII prominent in the
diet, although less common than in the
past. Domesticated animals kept by the
Cofln include chickens and pigs, which
serve as a medium of barter rather than
for consumption. Cattle, introduced at
Doreno several years ago, are not eaten.

The Awishiri diet is basically similar to
that of the Colln and Secoya except that
more meat, approximately six times more
than any other dietary element, is con
sumed. Prohibitions against eating tapir
(Tapirus) and deer (Mazama, Pudu) are
disappearing (totemic prohibitions?). The
Arawakans and the Panoans say that the
soul is reincarnated as a deer, thus offer
ing a possible explanation for the taboo
against eating deer (1, p. 531). Chucula
is consumed in quantities when the diet
is curtailed for prolonged periods of time.

FISHING AND HUNTING

The Cofin and Secoya are losing the
technique of preparing fish poisons ("bar
basco," ClibaJium) and concocting poison
for blowgun dartS. The Dureno Cofan still
maintain clumps of "barbasco" and obvi
ously use the poison occasionally in fish
kills during the dry season. The Awisbiri
prepare fish poisons from CUbaJium and
Tephrosi4 (2, p. 643). Dynamite and muz
zle-loading shotguns are replacing fish poi
sons and the blowgun, but explosives and
gunpowder are virtually unobtainable. The
blowgun poison, prepared by the Cofin
from the sap of a vine (not identified),
is extremely weak: and inferior to the poison
previously obtained by trade from Brazil.
The Awishiri use both the lance (larger
game only) made from chonta (Guilul"",
iflSipis) and the blowgun for hunting.
However, Steward and Mltraux (2,6. 639)
stated that only spears (also of chonta)
are utilized. The blowgun is never used in
warfare (10, p. 11). It was noted that the
Awisbiri did not use the blowgun after

1571 (2, p. 643); it had been recorded
from the Pioje and zlparo (12, 251).

The blowguns used by the Siana, Secoya,
CoUn, J{varo, and the Awishiri are strik
ingly different in respect to the mouth
piece. Among the Siona, Secoya and Cofan,
the mouthpiece is a flaring wooden section
into which the lips are placed. The mouth
piece of the J{varo blowgun is carved from
bone. while that of the Awishiri terminates
in a horizontally flattened structure carved
from wood.

CLOTHING AND PERSONAL
HYGIENE

In the hot (dry) season the Cofan bathe
daily; in the rainy season they usually wait
for a sunny day. The men customarily bathe
upon returning from the hunt regardless
of the season. Except for a few elderly
individuals, the Tiwaeno Awishiri bathe
at least daily.

The Cofan wash their clothing at least
weekly and infants' clothing frequently.
The Awishiri not in contact with civili
zation do not wear concealing garments (2,
p. 641); the non·missionized groups smear
the body with "achiote" (B;xa orellana).
The Cofin, Siona, and Secoya paint elabo
rate facial designs in achiote and in genip'a
(Genipa americana). Among the Cof;n
and Secoya the use of achiote for body
decoration is apparently esthetic rather than
hygienic 03, p. 497).

The cushma, a two-piece cloth garment
with openings for the head and arms,
formerly made of barkcloth, is the typical
male garment. The Tetete male seen near
the Rfo Aguarico wore a barkcloth cushma.
Pants are frequently worn beneath the
cushma, as well as boots purchased from
Colombian traders. The hair is closely
cropped in all males and a palmfiber head
band is usually worn. Nasal and ear orna
ments of feathers and wood are consistently
worn. Both sexes wear arm and ankle bands,
as well as numerous strands of highly
colored beads. The eyebrows and eyelashes
are plucked, an operation performed with
a palm-leaf fiber. The women customarily
wear a loose skirt and a blouse opening
to the front to facilitate nursing.
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